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This year—2016—marks a momentous
milestone in the history of NHS, for
50 years ago, a gathering of like-minded
horticulture enthusiasts initiated the
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landscape architect
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a gardener by

foundation of what is today the Northwest
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obsession. He has

Horticultural Society. Their goals included
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worked on such

learning, gathering, encouraging, and sup¬
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porting all things gardening in Northwest

U.S. Capitol

Series Tickets

Washington. Today, the society’s many
facets include support for the Elisabeth C.

projects as the

Members: $50.00 Non-members: $75.00

Grounds, the
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, and the New York Botanical

Miller Library and generous scholarship
and grant programs. One of the main mis¬

In keeping with that “inspiration” mission,

Garden, but he is happiest while puttering

sions of the group is to provide inspiration

and in commemoration of our 50th anni¬

in his small garden in Washington, D.C.

and education to the Northwest gardening

versary, NHS will feature a series of special

Self-described as a “horticultural futur¬

community through an ongoing series of

events throughout 2016. Join us for guest

ist fascinated by the intersection of wild

lectures, symposiums, classes, and tours.

speakers and a midsummer garden party

plants and human culture,” he believes

as we celebrate gardening in the Pacific

gardeners should “use more natives, plant

Northwest.

more daringly, and loosen up that land¬
scape.” His book Planting in a Post-Wild

Wednesday, May 25
Planting in a Post-Wild World
With Thomas Rainer

World, coauthored with Claudia West, is
described by the Chicago Tribune as being
as “practical as it is poetic ... an optimistic
call to action.”

Designer
Constance Bollen
cbgseattle@comcast.net
Contributors
Kelly Broadlick
Sue Goetz
Maurice Horn
Karin Kravitz
Rick Peterson
Hyungmin "Tony" Rho
Richie Steffen
Brian Thompson
Jackie White
John A. Wott

for more about Thomas, visit his blog at
www.landscapeofmeaning.blogspot.com.

Thursday, July 28: Gardens—
Past, Present, and Future
50th Anniversary Celebration
Party and Panel Discussion
Participants in this panel discussion are
names you know well: Richard Hartlage,
founder of the Seattle design firm Land
Morphology; Dan Hinkley, author, hor¬
ticulturist, and plantsman; and Sarah
Reichard, University of Washington
professor and director of UW Botanic
Gardens; with moderator Richie Steffen.
We welcome this esteemed panel of guests
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to our midsummer garden party to share
their thoughts about and inspiration for
gardening and horticulture in the Pacific
Northwest.

Wednesday, October 26
Founding Gardeners
With Andrea Wulf

President's
Message
By Jackie White, NHS President

Our 2016 Spring Gardening
Symposium provided me with many

Ahhh! The first signs of spring always

ideas. The discussion of creating a

bring energy to my being. Helleborus

naturalistic and ecological garden

argutifolius (Corsican hellebore),

environment enriched my thoughts

Daphne odora Aureomarginata’, and

about design changes and new plant

Galanthus ikariae are a few of my early-

choices. Fortunately, we also have

spring favorites. When I visited the

many resources at our fingertips. My

Miller Garden in late January these har¬

favorites are Great Plant Picks (www.

bingers of spring were already giving me

greatplantpicks.org) and the Elisabeth

hope for a new year in my own garden.

C. Miller Library. I love both of these
resources, because not only do they

We are thrilled to welcome Andrea Wulf,
from England, in a rare West Coast
appearance. Andrea is the author of an
exciting series of books that dig deep into
the history of gardening in America.

In Founding

Gardeners she tells
with fascinating
insight of George
Washington’s
inspiration for

This year I’ve decided that it’s time to

provide a wealth of rich plant material

embark on a major garden renovation.

but I can do the research at home on

The other day Greg Graves and I were

my notebook.

discussing ways to change our gardens
to accommodate the warmer, drier

Whatever your project, large or small,

summers. We felt lucky to have had a

NHS events will provide you with

wetter winter with more snow pack

valuable tools and information. We

than in recent years, but water supply

always encourage you to bring a friend

in the West will still need to be the

to share the passion of gardening.

focus of my changes. Only the hardiest,

In particular, come help us celebrate

low-water-using plants will survive this

NHS’s 50th anniversary at the many

serious edit. It’s a tough choice, espe¬

events we have on the calendar for this

cially when you are attached to some of

momentous year. ^

“the little thirsty pretties.”

Mount Vernon
and of John
Adams and
Thomas Jefferson’s
journey to England, only to find many
of America’s native plants established
across the island, thanks to nursery¬
man John Bartram (whom you can read
about in another of Andrea’s books, The
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THE WORLD OF

Clematis integrifolia
Words and photos by Maurice Horn
When gardeners hear the word “clematis,”
they usually visualize showy, large-flow¬
ered climbers. But this would be
a limited view of a genus that has over
300 species and includes both climbers
and herbaceous subshrubs. In truth, this is
a genus with enough variety to delight any
gardener or plant geek.
Among those many species, there is one
that stands out in my mind for its ease
of care, winter hardiness (often rated
hardy to Zone 3), and ability to adapt to
diverse situations. Clematis integrifolia
is a Euro-Asiatic species with many vari¬
ants in leaf size, flower color, and height.
Briefly described, these plants are herba¬
ceous, non-clinging subshrubs that rarely
reach more than 3 feet in height. Pairs
of opposite simple leaves rise up from
woody stems, diminishing as they climb.
The bell-shaped flowers are terminal, with
additional buds forming in the upper one
or two (and sometimes more) leaf axils.
The flowers are composed of four sepals,
ranging in color from purple, blue-purple,
and rose to pure white. Large integrifolia
selections can have leaves that measure
anywhere from 5 to 6 inches in length,
while the leaves of smaller or dwarf selec¬
tions may measure no more than an inch
or two. The ultimate height of the plant
appears to be commensurate with the
length of the leaves. Some selections are
highly fragrant.
Although I had grown forms of the plant
before, my true initiation into the world
of Clematis integrifolia came when I met
Clematis INSPIRATION ‘Zoin

Kazushige Ozawa, a well-known Japanese
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clematis hybridizer. Like so many of his

re-envision his business. When he was in

the men and women who perform the

peers, Mr. Ozawa originally started out

his sixties—the age when most of us think

Japanese tea ceremony, where a vase or

growing and hybridizing large-flowered

of retiring—Mr. Ozawa created the first

vessel containing a single flowering stem

clematis. Clematis ‘Asao’ and C. ‘Kakio’

cut-flower clematis nursery in Japan.

is regarded as a key element in creating

(PINK CHAMPAGNE) are among his

ambience. And because of the number of

best-known early crosses. Later, however,

His goal was simple. He looked for colors

people who perform the ceremony on a

as he developed a passion for the smaller-

and shapes that would appeal to his

regular basis, this is a larger audience than

flowered species of clematis, he began to

Japanese market. His target audience was

you might think.

Clematis ‘Pamiat Serdtsa’

* Northwest Horticultural Society
crosses is C. ‘Roguchi’, which he created
by crossing C. integrifolia with C. reticu¬

lata. Surprisingly, this cross resulted in a
climbing vine with integrifolia-\ike flow¬
ers. Of the three seedlings he selected
from that cross, the original ‘Roguchi’
became a worldwide bestseller as a garden
plant. The mixed bloodline allowed gar¬
deners from Florida to Michigan to grow
it easily. (Recently, Mr. Ozawas nephew
released his uncle’s second seedling, and
he has allowed me to name it ‘Roguchi
No. 2’ to distinguish it from the first. Its
foliage is closer to that of C. integrifolia,
though its flowers look almost exactly like
those of its sister.) I have found that even
though Mr. Ozawas plants were bred for
the cut-flower trade, all of his hybrids
and selections have proven to be garden¬
worthy plants.

Mr. Ozawa was inspired by several pio¬
neers in the West who had made early
crosses using C. integrifolia. For example,
in 1835, J.A. Henderson crossed C. inte¬

grifolia with C. viticella. Tire child of that
■*

'
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union, C. x diversifolia ‘Hendersonii’,
has beautiful purple bell-shaped flow¬
ers with twisted sepals. It blooms for an
exceptionally long period of time. One
other similar cross from the same era
is Clematis X diversifolia ‘Eriostemon’
whose somewhat larger dark bells recurve
in a pagoda-roof fashion. In approxi¬
mately 1870, the French firm of Durand
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Freres crossed the then newly introduced
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large-flowered species C. lanuginosa with
/im

C. integrifolia. The result was a plant that
has continued to be a garden favorite ever
since: C. x durandii. It has large flowers in
a sublime shade of blue. All was not per¬

Clematis ‘Roguchi’

fect, however, for there was a “flaw.” TTie
Since the flowering stems of Clematis

rose-colored selection with coppery young

woody stems of these three crosses lacked

integrifolia are easily cut and keep in a

leaves; and C. ‘Hanajima’ is a dwarf form

the ability to climb.

vase for up to a week, the species became

with charming rosy-pink flowers.

one of the foundations of Mr. Ozawas

Although Mr. Ozawa did not have access

new business. He raised many seedlings,

Over and above these selections, how¬

to work that was being done behind the

and from those he chose the plants with

ever, Mr. Ozawa saw the potential for

Iron Curtain during the 1960s and ’70s,

the best colors or most unusual flowers.

making a new line of plants by crossing

M.A. Beskaravainaya, at the Nikitsky

Clematis ‘Ozawas Blue’ is the standard for

other Clematis species with C. integrifo¬

Botanical Garden, in Ukraine, was hybrid¬

mid-blue flowers; C. ‘Andante’ is a fine

lia. Perhaps the most well known of his

izing to create large-flowered clematis

GARDENnotes
with exceptional winter-hardiness. It is

of the important genetics that make these

not surprising that she used C. integrifolia

plants exceptional: extreme hardiness,

in several of her crosses. ‘Pamiat Serdtsa’,

long bloom, a degree of drought toler¬

for example, is a cross between the integri¬

ance, the possibility of fragrance, and, if

folia selection ‘Intermedia Rosea’ and the

their stems are long enough, the chance ol

large-flowered clematis ‘Candida’. ‘Sizaia

having reliable cut flowers in their homes.

Ptitsa’ is a cross between ‘Candida’ and

These are all things the gardening public

C. X durandii (which has C. integrifolia as

says it desires in a plant.

one of its parents). Both are exceptional
plants. Their flowers are large and they

So how do we turn the inability to climb

bloom continuously throughout the

into an asset ? First, this mix of integrifolia

summer. Unfortunately, they share the

selections and complex hybrids flourish

flaw of not being able to climb.

in our Pacific Northwest mediterranean
climate and require less water than most

Many other modern hybridizers have

clematis. That is a great asset in our

used C. integrifolia as a breeding parent.

water-conscious world. Second, with so

In 1984, in Estonia, Uno Kivistik

much variety, there is a sense of adventure

released his integrifolia cross ‘Juuli’. Its

in finding ways to grow these gener¬

open-faced cornflower-blue flowers

ous plants. Here are some of the ways I

had an unknown large-flowered parent.

grow them. Because it is so charming, I

During the 1990s Barry Fretwell cre¬

grow the dwarf selection ‘Hanajima in

ated several exceptional plants at his

a container on the terrace. A 2-foot-tall

nursery in Peveril, England. ‘Arabella’

selection like ‘Andante,’ I grow as a peren¬

and ‘Miranda’ are two fine crosses using a

nial, held up with a single stake and a

C. lanuginosa form as the pollen parent.

length of green garden twine. An artistic

‘Arabella’ especially, with its expanded

cage of bent rebar serves as an ideal struc¬

blue flowers, has become popular as a

ture for ‘Alionushka’ a 6-foot cultivar

groundcover in European gardens. He

from Nikitsky Botanical Garden. In the

also released ‘Heather Herschell’, which

spring, I tie the young, less woody stems

has a similar background to ‘Eriostemon’

of‘Pamiat Serdtsa’ onto a low fence and

but exhibits rosy-pink flowers.

enjoy its blossoms all summer. Finally,
‘Arabella makes a great groundcover,

Raymond Evison and Wim Snoeijer, two

showing oft its blooms among small

contemporary hybridizers, have also made

shrubs and perennials in a sunny border.

many excellent crosses using C. integrifolia
as one parent and C. patens, C. viticella,

Of all the integrifolia crosses available,

or C. florida as the other. All of the integ¬

the only one I know to have inherited the

rifolia hybrids by these men are generous

ability to climb is ‘Roguchi’. Mr. Ozawa

plants, filled with bloom throughout the

achieved this by using the bell-shaped C.

season. But, again, all lack the ability to

reticulata, in Section Viorna—rather than

climb and must be tied up or allowed to

a large-flowered clematis—as the second

ramble.

parent. Perhaps his pioneering work will
point the way to a new line of plants for

From what I have observed during my

the future. But whether it does or not,

years working in the retail nursery indus¬

hopefully, you, too, will come to share the

try, gardeners are reluctant to tie plants

passion for Clematis integrifolia that has

onto trellises, preferring them to climb on

inspired so many remarkable plantsmen

their own. I can think of no other reason

and women for almost two centuries. ^

kvhy these clematis have not become more
popular. This is unfortunate, of course,

Maurice Horn is co-owner of Joy Creek

because gardeners are missing out on all

Nursery in Scappoose, Oregon.
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Scouting Out a

NEW HARDY FERN
from California
Words and photos by Richie Steffen

it was finally divulged that the new species was an

Adiantum, commonly known as maidenhair
The thought of a newly discovered species
is always an exciting prospect, but even
more so when it is found nearby. In
the fall of 2014, rumors began cir¬
culating among pteridophiles (the
fern folks) of a new species of fern

fern, and that it was found in the rough
and wild Shasta County, known for its
famous snowcapped mountain (Mt.
Shasta) and lovely large lake (Shasta
Lake). Following the ferns dis¬
covery, research was undertaken

found in Northern California.
A few samples were given to
expert growers to begin reveal¬
ing the secrets of growing and
propagating this new plant.

to evaluate its native popula¬
tion and stability in the wild.
Fortunately, in March 2015
word emerged that this new

Few knew that this was going

maidenhair was “locally abun¬

on and even fewer had a chance

dant” and to be named after its

to see this rare gem. As the

region of origin as Adiantum

winter of 2015 drew to a close,

shastense, the Shasta maidenhair.
Adiantum shastense

#

Dichelostemma ida-maia

Styrax redivivm

cones

pine. Ih'nropen, wispy pine has long gray-

redivivus, or California styrax, perplex-

green needles and grows with a distinctive

ingly absent from our Pacific Northwest

information was available on where to

narrow vaselike upper canopy, casting only

landscape. This charming shrubby snow-

find the fern other than a handful of

the lightest of shadows. Clinging to the

bell was also in full bloom; snow-white

vague dots on a rather poor website map

branches are huge, firmly attached spiked

bells dotted 3-to-6-foot-tall shrubs, each

posted by the parks system. Still, this was

cones. Occasionally, one will drop, dealing

gleaming white blossom punctuated with

enough to send me on an 11-hour drive to

a devastating blow to anything unlucky

golden anthers hanging from the center.

Redding, California.

enough to be in its path.

This snowbell appears to be very adapt¬

lthU ter this announcement, I
south to see it in the wild. Little

able, as we found it growing in a range
My first attempt at finding the fern began

In the brush, we found an abundance of

of habitats, from dry soil and full sun to

with locating a gravel road with a con¬

wild flowers and flowering bulbs. One

light, open shade.

firmed Shasta maidenhair sighting on it. It

of the most brilliant was Dichelostemma

turned out to be a very good lead. About

ida-maia, or firecracker flower, whose

Seeing this new fern along with a host of

100 yards after turning onto the bumpy

tall, wiry stems reached above the leafy

other interesting plants has been an inspi¬

lane, we spotted our first Adiantum. This

fray with clusters of fiery red tubes tipped

ration as well as an insightful glance at the

was followed by several more, and then

with a lime-green lip. The even more

cultural needs of plants from this region.

hundreds, growing in drifts away from the

graceful Dichelostemma multiflorum, or

It is especially encouraging to see that

road and up a steep bank. Bright apple-

wild hyacinth, grew in colonies scattered

the Shasta maidenhair is successfully in

green fronds formed delicate clumps,

along grassy open roadsides and in mead¬

cultivation, as work has begun for making

about 12 to 15 inches high and up to two

ows; the tall stems held tight bundles of

it available to gardeners everywhere. I will

feet wide, with the new foliage gracefully

lavender-blue flowers that swayed in the

look forward to many more trips to this

draping over the remnants of the old

slightest breeze.

area in the future and to learning more

evergreen leaves. Growing as it does—in

about its botanical treasures.

areas of deep, dry shade that experience

We saw an unusual milkweed, also in

cold temperatures—this fern makes a

bloom. Asclepias cordifolia, or heart-leaf

In celebration of the newfern, the Hardy

particularly exciting find and possibly a

milkweed, sports chalky blue-green foli¬

Fern Foundation (HFF) is teaming up with

tantalizing new selection for gardeners.

age with pale wine-red flowers. And we

NHS to bring Ed Alverson, noted botanist

were pleasantly surprised to see in full

and discoverer 0/Adiantum shastense, to

Shasta maidenhair, along with several

bloom one of our attractive West Coast

lecture at the HFF Fern Fest plant sale on

other endemic plants (plants found only

native irises—Iris tenuissima, unfor¬

June 3 at CUH. Air. Alverson will be speak¬

in this area), grows in a region remarkably

tunately saddled with the much less

ing about the native ferns of the West.

rich in flora. In drier, sunnier areas of the

attractive common name of longtube iris.

Richie Steffen is president of the Hardy Fern

region, pines and Manzanita abound. One
of the more spectacular pines is Pinus

Along with the newly found fern, the

Foundation and coauthor of The Plant

sabiniana, known as gray pine or ghost

other revelation of the trip was Styrax

Lover s Guide to Ferns.
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No Fear Garden Design Series
First of a series of articles with a creative approach to planning a garden
Words, plan, and photo by Sue Goetz

The plain hard work that goes into an unplanned and non-descript garden might just as well go into
a planned one. (George Avery Jr., The Brooklyn Botanic Garden Handbook, Summer 1953)
I couldn’t agree more with

as necessary to come up

this quote—design mat¬

with a plan you love and a

ters. Call it a plan, call

budget you can afford.

it a design, call it what

the potential of a garden.

Do you need
professional help?

What makes you turn your

In garden design,

head to look at a garden?

help comes in many

It’s not the dull and

forms—from ideas to

boring; rather it’s those

full installation. Are you

elements that describe the

comfortable with choos¬

architecture of a landscape:

ing plants that suit your

you will. It is all about

form, function, scale, balance, texture.

What are the cultural conditions?

cultural conditions and with selecting and

In a created garden, I tend to see those

Call this the vital statistics of your garden,

siting elements to accent those plants in

elements as the combination and colors

the conditions where plants and people

order to create a garden with logic and

of plants, rocks, pathways, artwork, and

will thrive. Identify areas of sun and

continuity? As with any home improve¬

other structures. Sometimes a natural

shade, dry or wet soil conditions. These

ment, if you are making a significant

landscape is nondescript, but designing a

characteristics constitute the necessary

investment, it pays to work with an

garden is about infusing your personality

information that drives plant choices and

expert. Hiring a garden designer doesn’t

and your lifestyle into the outdoor space

all things needed to live in the garden.

mean you can’t participate in the instal¬
lation, but a professional will have the

that surrounds you. Planning a garden or

work around potential problems at the

the design process complicated; use the

How much time are you able
to spend maintaining and
nurturing the garden?

basics that allow you to see your space for

Very few people ask for a high-main-

time and money in the long run. Another

what it is and its potential. Because many

tenance garden. Be honest and choose

thing to remember is that gardens are

good garden designs don’t begin with a

plants and a design that suit your capa¬

always changing and evolving. A good

dig of the shovel, let’s start by answering a

bilities. A lush cottage-garden border of

design gives structure to those changes, so

few questions.

mixed perennials is stunning in season,

that your garden will look beautiful for a

but the care required to keep it for the

long time to come.

breathing new life into an existing one can
be daunting, yet rewarding. Don’t make

experience and expertise to ward off and

planning stage. Hiring one will save you

How are you going to
use the space?

long term is another story.

The answer to this question will set the

Do you have a budget?

issues of Garden Notes as we discover how

tone for all the planning. Is the area for

Oooh ... the money issue. Landscaping

to “rock” a garden, define sanctuary spaces,

play and entertaining or for peace and

is an important investment that directly

demystify plant combinations, and look at

sanctuary? Are you aiming for formality,

affects the value of your property. Where

the finer points of design, such as drawing

curb appeal, or privacy? Or are you trying

the money goes, the quality shows, so

living lines and capturing a view.

to hide an ugly view ? Define the use for

don’t be stingy on the foundations of

the area, and the plan is already begun.

soil prep and products that will support

Sue Goetz is a garden designer, author,

You can then install structures, hardscape,

permanence and longevity. First, build

and NHS board member.

and plants to satisfy the use.

your garden dreams on paper. Then revise

www.thecreativeagrdener.com

Join me on a design journey in upcoming

I
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Tulipa saxatilis ‘Lilac Wonder’

Tulipa turkestunica

Netherlands Flower Bulb Information Center

mm.:? ,i«

Netherlands Flower Bulb Information Center

shape, but in color are white overall with

others, at about 6 inches, sit at the short

a golden center.

end of the range.

by gardeners, but some of them can be

Native to the Greek islands of the south¬

In the maritime Pacific Northwest, a site

a bit aggravating at times. One may be

ern Aegean and to western Turkey, Tulipa

in full sun with well-drained soil serves as

dazzled, even enthralled, by the pages

saxatilis boasts beautiful bright-pink

the best planting location for any of the

of colorful varieties displayed in a bulb

flowers with golden centers. This species

above tulips. Flowering typically occurs in

catalog (believe me, I’ve been there!), but

is quite variable over its range; one vari¬

mid to late spring, and after the foliage has

|fnany of the big, flamboyant flowering

ant, from the upper elevations of Crete,

faded—usually by early summer—it can

hybrids are short-lived and gradually fizzle

offers petals of a vibrant, darker pink.

be removed by pulling delicately (don’t

out in short order. On the other hand, a

Some have called it out as T. bakeri while

yank the bulb out!) or by cutting the

number of species tulips are reliable and

other authorities deem it T. saxatilis Bakeri

stem at the base for easy cleanup. Tulips

will be perennial for many years and even

Group. By whatever name, you will com¬

work well in rockeries, gravel gardens,

increase in number over time.

monly find the cultivar T. saxatilis (Bakeri

and perennial borders; planting them

Group) ‘Lilac Wonder’, to be a lovely shade

among later-emerging perennials will

of lilac pink with a golden center.

ensure the senescent leaves are hidden.

Great Plant

By Rick Peterson
Tulips are well known and well loved

The woodland tulip, Tulipa sylvestris,

Tulips also make an outstanding display

has sunny yellow flowers with a flush of
green on the outside of the petals. This

The charming tulip cultivar sold as ‘Bright

when planted in a lawn, reminiscent

widespread species is native to southern

Gem’ is still typically sold under the spe¬

of the abundant fields of their native

Europe and northwestern Africa along the

cies name Tidipa batalinii, although some

habitat; however, be aware that in this

Mediterranean, and it has naturalized in

authorities now consider it to be a form of

setting mowing must wait until the leaves

northern European countries, including

T. linifolia and add “Batalinii Group” to

die back. Since these bulbs are dormant

the British Isles.

differentiate it. However it is listed, ‘Bright

during the dry summer period they are

Gem’ has delicate flowers of pastel apricot.

quite drought tolerant.

more species tulips that are exemplars

While Tulipa ‘Spring Green’ is not a

Many of these tulips have been cultivated

of beauty and longevity. Both are found

species, it acts very much like one in its

for hundreds of years, thus standing the

in Central Asia, with T. tarda being a

longevity. The flowers are ivory colored

test of time as reliably returning year after

little more widespread. The flower petals

with unique feathered flames of spring

year, bringing color and effervescence to

of this tulip have a blush of rose over

green on the outside of the petals. With

the spring garden.

Tulipa turkestanica and T. tarda are two

ellow on the outside and then open to a

flowers rising 15 to 20 inches high,

^tar shape, with the inside being golden

T. ‘Spring Green’ is the tallest among the

Rick Peterson is the Great Plant Picks

yellow tipped in white. T. turkestanica

tulips discussed here, while T. sylvestris,

Manager. Visit the Great Plant Picks

has flowers that are somewhat similar in

at 12 inches, falls midrange, and the

website at www.greatplantpicks.org.
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from the Miller Library

Picture Perfect Plant
Portraits: Reframe the Way

By Brian Thompson

You See a Garden
Last summer I visited Seed Savers Exchange, a remarkable

David Perry

mecca for growers of heirloom vegetables, herbs, and flowers.

CUH Lecture 7:15 p.m.

Located in rural Iowa, this organization has become world-

Reception 6:45 p.m.

renowned for its preservation of over 20,000 varieties of
mostly food plants, not only providing safe storage for the

May 11/ 2016

seeds but also maintaining the vitality of their collections
by selective growing, germination testing, and researching

Tour of Conservation

the history of their sources.

in Cuba
Carlos Sanchez

While I would encourage all NHS members to visit
CUH Lecture 7:15 p.m.

Seed Savers, this may not be practical. So instead, I

Reception 6:45 p.m.

recommend reading The Seed Garden: The Art and

Practice of Seed Saving, published by the Exchange

May 25/ 2016

(and written by Micaela Colley and Jared Zystro), in

Planting in a Post-Wild World
Thomas Rainer

which the basic philosophy and practices of the organization are
distilled into a very useful handbook for the home gardener.

50th Anniversary Series Lecture
CUH Lecture 7:15 p.m.
Reception 6:45 p.m.

Like many gardeners, I’ve done a bit of seed saving, and this book starts at that level—
assuming a basic understanding of good gardening practices with a reminder that saved
seeds are only useful from open-pollinated plants crossed with other plants from the

June 8/ 2016
Garden-pedia: An A-Z
Guide to
Gardening Terms

same population. Hybrids will not breed true.

I learned in the entry on lettuce—considered easy for beginners—that these plants are
almost completely sell-pollinating, and that different varieties need only 10 feet of sepa¬
ration to ensure purity. Lettuce produces abundant seeds, but the highest quality are

Maria Zampini

obtained from plants allowed to grow to maturity with minimal harvest, suggesting it’s

CUH Lecture 7:15 p.m.

best to designate a few stock plants for your breeding purposes.

Reception 6:45 p.m.
There are also “Master Class” sections, which cover more advanced subjects, including

SAVE THE DATE
July 31, 2016

Meet the Board Tour

building isolation cages, avoiding inbreeding, and doing your own germination testing.
Most interesting is the process of extracting seeds from really messy plants, like tomatoes;
but even with these, the reader is encouraged to try, using common kitchen tools.

The tone ol the book throughout is positive and encouraging. Even the usual negatives
can be turned around, for example: “For many gardeners, the sight ol bolting lettuce
signals that its leaves have turned bitter and unpalatable, but these emerging flower stalks
also signal an impending harvest of ripened seeds.” Alter reading this book I’m ready,
with my patch ol ‘Red Velvet’ lettuce, to become a serious seed saver. ^

Brian Thompson is the manager and curator of horticultural literaturefor the Elisabeth C.
Miller Library.
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♦Students Always a Priority
for NHS (NOHS) and Betty Miller
Words and photo by John A. Wott
My first encounter with Betty Miller was

each receiving $ 1000, were announced on

research and an extension/public pre¬

June 20, 1988—Sarah Reichard, Clayton

sentation. This class was the first urban

Antieau, and Scot Medbury.

horticulture class listed in the newly

in the autumn of 1979 at an American

established UW Urban Horticulture

Horticultural Society meeting in

Any enrolled graduate student majoring

program and was taught by Professor

Portland. She enthusiastically told me

in urban or environmental horticulture

James Clark and myself. It is currently

about a proposed new program—Urban

from any school throughout the West

taught by Professor Sarah Reichard, and I

Horticulture—that she was helping to

could apply. Originally, this meant

still often attend to offer positive criticism

establish at the University of Washington.

MS or PhD students, but currently the

to the students. Also, it is exciting to learn

Betty had an intense urge to bring the latest

University of Washington’s graduate

about all the areas of horticulture and

research findings to gardening enthusiasts,

program also offers the popular Master of

the environment in which our students

both adults and students. She was champi¬

Environmental Horticulture (MEH).

are involved. Other courses include plant

oning research and teaching through the

propagation and plant selection, as well

collaboration of fields such as conserva¬

The College of the Environment

as several restoration and ecology courses.

tion, ecology, restoration, plant materials,

description describes the environmental

This degree option is extremely popular,

botany, psychology, and medicine, as well

horticulture program as concerned with

averaging 10-15 students per year.

as plain-dirt gardening. Her approach was

the function, management, and uses of

junique at that time. As a founding member

plants in human-altered environments.

In the last 30 years, the horticulture

of the then-named Northwest Ornamental

Some of the emphases include restoration

curriculum has changed to meet the

Horticulture Society (NOHS), she was

of terrestrial ecosystems, soils, arboretum

technological and informational needs

always “inserting” educational activities

and botanic garden management, conser¬

of the modern world. This seems like

into their programs. I attended NOHS

vation biology, horticultural education

a fitting tribute to Betty Miller who,

board meetings where she unequivocally

and interpretation, and landscape plant

in her day, strove to better equip our

suggested avenues whereby students of all

selection and management.

emerging leaders in horticulture. Her
legacy lives on.

ages could learn.
The typical MS and PhD programs entail
In the 1979 NOHS report, President

coursework as well as a research thesis.

Lester W. Pettit reported that the

The MEH program is a coursework and

Horticultural Education Fund Drive was

project/internship-based masters degree.

being prepared. The goal was $ 100,000

The program is designed for developing

and the interest earned would be restricted

and mid-career professionals in the field

to furthering horticultural education,

of arboretum/botanic garden manage¬

development, and related activities.

ment, landscape management, plant

Contributions were then being accepted.

conservation, public and institutional

In 1982 the halfway mark was achieved,

horticulture, teaching at vocational and

with $68,289 reported by 1984.

community college levels, and urban

John A. Wott is director emeritus of the
University of Washington Botanic Gardens.

forest management. The student develops
Mrs. Gordon Anderson, the 1987 NHS

skills to understand and apply current

president, reported that the fund had

research in his or her field.

reached $110,000 and applications for
he NHS Annual Elisabeth Carey Miller

Coursework includes a Public

Scholarship Award in Horticulture were

Presentation class whereby the student

being accepted. The first three recipients.

prepares and presents both a short

the 1988 NHS scholarship awardees:
(left to right) Scot Medbury, Sarah
Reichard, and Clayton Antieau.

Northwest Horticultural Society

NHS Scholarships •
Every year, NHS provides limited, project-defined scholarships to deserving graduate students in the UWs
Center for Urban Horticulture or in related programs, such as the School of Environmental and Forest Sciences
or the Department of Landscape Architecture. One stipulation ofthe award is that the project shouldfocus in
some way on the distinctive environmental conditions and cultural requirements faced by plants growing in
urban environments, or it should relate to the ways in which plants are used in, or contribute to, urban and
urbanizing environments. Following are summaries oftheir projects by the 2015 recipients.

Increasing Germination
in Dormant Corex Seeds

tive structure that surrounds the seed), soaking in smoke water,
and pinpointing the ideal length of time in winter stratification
and germination temperature range. The focus is on methods
that can be used operationally by conservation nurseries and

By Kelly Broadlick

restoration practitioners.

Seed dormancy, where

Developing a propagation protocol for C. inops has the potential

seeds fail to germinate

to be useful beyond restoration applications. In an urban land¬

even under ideal condi-

scaping context, its short stature, attractive inflorescence, and tidy

tions, is an important

appearance would make it a useful groundcover or native lawn

strategy for many

alternative. As with any species native to a threatened habitat, the

plants. Dormant seeds

conservation of important genotypes, and the species itself, could

require other cues to

someday depend on the availability of propagation protocols. In

initiate germination,

this way, I hope to contribute to the long-term understanding,

which can indicate

conservation, restoration, and horticultural use of these under¬

the season (allowing

stated, yet important, native species.

the seed to distinguish
between spring and

Thanks to Dr. Jon Bakker, Dr. Kern Ewing, Caelan Sky, Sierra

fall), or the presence of

Smith, the Center for Natural Lands Management, Whidbey

a disturbance (which

Camano Land Trust, the Washington State Nursery and

would give a seedling

Landscape Association, and the Philanthropic Educational

a higher chance of survival in areas where resources are scarce).

Organization. ^

Carex inops ssp. inops and Carex tumulicola are upland sedges
native to the prairies of Western Washington, where the most
common disturbance is anthropogenic fire. Both sedges are
desired components of restoration plantings, but both have had
limited use thus far, owing to challenges in seed availability and
dormancy.

In the context of propagation, seed dormancy can pose a real

Using Endophytes as
a Substitute for Synthetic
Plant Rooting Media

challenge. Incorporating any species into a restoration pro¬
gram requires producing large quantities of plants or seeds,

By Hyungmin “Tony”Rho

and non-uniform germination can limit genetic diversity in
the resulting crop. To facilitate propagation of these sedges,

The focus of my research is to investigate the potential use of

a number of seed treatments and germination conditions are

plant symbiotic microbes as substitutes for synthetic root-pro¬

being tested. These include removing the perigynia (a protec¬

moting compounds in cutting propagation of two major fruit

i

GARDENnotes
species in Washington state: apple and
cherry trees.

A decade ago, Dr. Sharon Doty, at the
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Thank you to our patrons. The Wednesday Evening Lecture Series
would not be possible without the tremendous support of our
patrons. Their generosity helps NHS provide an outstanding
educational program for Northwest gardeners.

University of Washington, isolated

2016 Patrons

beneficial bacteria and yeast from native
wild poplar and willow trees. Called
endophytes, these microbes live inside
plant hosts. They cause no damage but
rather provide various physiological
benefits to a wide range of plant species.

Louise Abbott

Maren B Gilliland

Charles Ogburn

Joe Abken

Marilyn Glenn

Lucinda O'Halloran,

Catherine L Allan

Loretta Goetsch

Spirit Garden Design

Emily Allsop

Susan Goetz

Mary Ellen Olander

These benefits include improved nutri¬

Jean Amick

Jeff Graham &John Longres

Sue Olsen

ent availability and stress tolerance, both

Phoebe Andrew

Greg Graves

Ann Ormsby

of which lead to increased overall fitness

Alison S Andrews

Faye Greenlee

Chet Pedersen

Kathleen Archer

Dorothy Guth

Maryann Pember

Janis M Arthur

Jan Hadley

Vangie Pepper

Barbara Asmervig

Hale Landscaping

Betsy Piano

These beneficial microbes are also known

Annette Barca

Anita Halstead

Susan Picquelle

to produce a root-promoting plant

Marcia Bartholme

Ellen Hecht

Beverly Pierson

Douglas Bayley

Nancy Heckler

Dinny Poison

in inoculated plants.

hormone, indole-3-acetic acid (IAA).

Charlotte Behnke

Deborah Heg

Dixie Jo Porter

Karen A Benson

Carol Holloway

Monte Powell

functions in a number of physiologi¬

Matthew Berberich

Becky Johnson

Debi Quirk & Steve DeMont

cal processes, such as fruit growth and

Jim & Suzette Birrell

Steve & Suzanne Kalish

Ravenna Gardens

development, flowering control, and root

Constance Bollen

Ann E Keller

Katherine Read

Sara W Bowe

A C Kennedy Inc

Pat Riehl

Naturally produced by plants, IAA

development.

Alice Brewer

dba Kemper-lversen

Stephanie Rodden

Elaine Brogdon

Ann Keppler

Jo Anne Rosen

The key idea of this project is to inocu¬

Richard Brown

Kat King

Nita Jo & Randy Rountree

late IAA-producing endophytes into

WhitCarhart

Karin Kravitz

Marilou Rush

Dawn Chaplin

Mary Helen Krock

Liz Sanborn

apple and cherry cuttings in order to

Deborah Cheadle

& John MacKean

Canan Savrun

improve rooting responses. At the pres¬

Sarah Cheng

Wendy Lagozzino

Mary Shane & Charles Symens

ent time, 1-naphthalene acetic acid and

Patricia Church

Denise Lane

Pat Sheppard

indole-3-butyric acid are widely used in

Sue Clark

Raymond J Larson

Jean Skerlong

Michael J Coie

Jeanne Marie Lee

Richie Steffen &

Stacie Crooks,

Dorothy Camp Lennard

horticultural industries as root-promot¬
ing compounds. Although these rooting

Rick Peterson

Ann Lesan

Philip Stoller

Nancy Daar

Jan Lewinsohn

Nancy Strahle

easier to use than IAA, they are syn¬

Julie Davis

Eva Long

Karen Swenson

thetic chemicals and are often toxic to

Lynne De Merritt

Ellen Look & Tony Cavalieri

Walter Thompson

Tanya Demarsh-Dodson

Toni Loomis

Sue Tong

Emily Dexter

Mark Lyke

Shelagh Tucker

(there are EPA guidelines for use). On

Gabriele Dickmann

Hans & Tina Mandt

Cathy Van Dyke

the other hand, endophytes are naturally

Sue Dickson,

Judy Massong

Eileen Van Schaik

Gillian Mathews

Margaret Watson

Tina Dixon

Linda & Roger McDonald

Cathy Waymire-Rooks

Anita Dunn

Andrea McFadden

Wendy Welch

Susie Egan,

Becky McGoodwin

Jackie White

Meagan McManus

Madeleine Wilde

Dominique Emerson

Robert Meadows

Sherri Wilson

Janet & Michael Endsley

Kathy Meislahn

Marty Wingate

Ken & Cauleen Eshleman

Lindsay Michimoto

Withey Price Landscape

Sue Ewens

Dixie L G Mitchell

currently improving microbiological

Natalie Findlay

Renee Montgelas

John A Wott

technology. I hope that my pilot study

Phoebe Fine

Maureen Morris

Jennifer Wyatt

will lead gardeners and propagators

Carolyn Fisher

Ann Neel

Ann P Wyckoff

Lorene Edwards Forkner

Lee & John Neff

Kathy Yerke

Marcia Fromhold

Sue Nevler

Sharon & David Yonashiro

Carla Fulton

Mariette O'Donnell

Holly Zipp

compounds are more cost-efficient and

people who are very sensitive to them

derived, having no environmental con¬
cerns while offering the aforementioned
benefits.

Crooks Garden Design

The Artful Garden

Cottage Lake Gardens

In sum, this project will provide valu¬
able information regarding a possible
sustainable horticultural practice using

forward to environmentally friendly
horticulture. ^
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First day ofspring
I keep thinking about
the end ofautumn.
—

—Matsuo Basho

Iris Pacific Coast hybrid seedling

Telephone: 206.780.8172

www.northwesthort.org

E-mail: info@northwesthort.org

